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Battery Protection, Voltage Regulator, Voltage Detector, EEPROM, Magnetic and
Temperature Sensors, RTC, 32 KHz Crystals
Advanced Thermal Solutions, Inc. (ATS) is a complete thermal solutions provider. ATS
manufactures more than 5,000 types of high- and ultra-performance heat sinks. They offer
industry-leading liquid cooling solutions, the broadest off-the-shelf heat pipe line on the market,
expert consulting and design services, research-quality test equipment, and leading-edge R&D.

Microprocessors, GPU, Video Cards, motherboard chipsets, embedded processors and graphics
processors for servers, workstations and personal computers, and embedded systems
applications.
AC and DC relays for applications including telecommunications systems, computer peripheral and
office automation equipment, home appliances, security systems, test and measurement devices, and
industrial controls. Zettler Magnetics has the design and manufacturing capability to provide custom
designs for the most specialized applications with products including epoxy sealed power
transformers, open frame, low profile, switching transformers and chokes, toroids for current sensing,
zero phase current sensor, current transformers, PFC chokes and large power line filter inductors.
High Voltage and High Current Operational Amplifiers, PWM Amplifiers, Sine Wave References

10GB Ethernet & Multi-Gig Ethernet PHYS-Aquantia is a leader in the design, development, and
marketing of advanced high-speed communications ICs in the data center, enterprise
infrastructure, and access markets. Their semiconductor solutions are designed to alleviate
network bandwidth bottlenecks, deliver leading-edge data speeds at significantly reduced
system power consumption and enable the development of next generation computing and
communications infrastructure necessary to address the explosive growth of global IP traffic.
Azoteq offers sensing solutions for consumer electronics, remote controls, wearables, PC
peripherals, the IoT and security applications.
Mil/Aero Circular and Rectangular Connectors and Cable Assemblies, Expanded Beam Fiber Optic
Connectors and Assemblies, Hermetic Connectors, RF Connectors, Cin::APSE Compression
Connectors, D-Subs, Barrier Blocks, RF and Microwave Cable Assemblies
Aluminum Electrolytic, Mica Capacitors, AC Film Capacitors, and DC Film Capacitors
Largest molder of insert-molded knobs and handles, and flexibility with injection, compression and
transfer presses to mold both thermoset and thermoplastic components, mold custom plastic
parts for the automotive, food services, oil & gas industries, and more
LED Panel Indicators, Thru-hole and SMT Circuit Board Indicators, LED Light Pipes, LED Lighting
Solutions
Leading global provider of Discrete, Analog and Logic semiconductors serving the consumer
electronics, computing, and communications, industrial and automotive markets. Products include
MOSFETs, Diodes, Rectifiers, Transistors, Protection Devices, Gate drivers, AC/DC and DC/DC
Convertors, Switching Regulators, LED Drivers, Hall Sensors, LDOs, Logic Devices, Motor Controllers,
USB Switches, USB Chargers IC , Audio Solutions, PCIe Switches , PCIe/PCI Bridges, Analog Switches,
Bus Switches, Protocol Switches, Display Interface Switches, Buffers, Level Shifters, UART, LVDS, ,
Clocks and Timing Solutions

EAO Corporation is a global technology leader and manufacturer of Human Machine (HMI) Systems
and Components serving the transportation, machinery, heavy duty, lifting and moving, specialty
vehicle, medical and automotive markets. Intuitive development skills along with global
manufacturing capabilities, worldwide supply chains, and superior project and consultation
management result in complete and innovative HMI Systems. HMI Components include award
winning pushbuttons, indicators, emergency stop switches, rotary selectors, keylocks, and more
Board-to-Board, Wire-to-Board, Stacking, Hermaphroditic, DIN, High-speed Backplane, and Highcurrent, PCB Connector Solutions, Backplane and Cable Assemblies
Embedded Boards, IoT/M2M Components and Solutions, Software and Solution Design Services,
People/Passenger Counters, Facial Recognition Systems, Rugged Mobile and Stationary Computers,
Portable and Body-Worn Computers. Special expertise in ruggedization and certifications to
stringent and demanding requirements, such as military, transportation, medical, and industrial.
Mixed Signal ASICs and SoCs: As a first-tier ASIC service provider, Faraday integrates design expertise,
system know-how, innovative technology and total comprehension of all customer requirements.

Aluminum Electrolytic, Metalized Film, Power Film, Supercapacitors (Ultra Capacitors)
InnoSenT is one of the leading suppliers of radar technology currently in automotive and industrial
markets with standard products and customer-specific solutions. These primarily include radar
applications in the safety (e.g. securing of areas, cut-off and warning functions), comfort (e.g.
automatic switching and controls) and environmental (e.g. reduction of energy and water
consumption using on-demand control) sectors.
Embedded Storage Products Including: eMMC, MCP, DDR3/3L, mSATA, M.2 SATA, microSD
Littelfuse offers the industry’s broadest and deepest portfolio of circuit protection products,
including fuses, PTCs, TVS Diodes and Arrays, Thyristors, and MOVs. Littelfuse also offers a growing
portfolio of power semiconductors, heavy-duty switches, magnetic, optical, electromechanical, and
temperature sensors; and products that provide safe control and distribution of electrical power.
Murata is a global leader in the design, manufacture and supply of advanced electronic
materials, leading edge electronic components, and multi-functional, high-density modules
AC and DC Axial Fans, DC Blowers, DC Impellers, Fan Trays, Weather Resistant and Wet Location

Power and Precision Wire-Wound Resistors, Heat-sinkable Resistors, Thin-film Resistors
Sensirion is the leading manufacturer of high-quality sensors and sensor solutions for the
measurement and control of humidity, and of gas and liquid flows
32 KHz Crystals

Standard and Custom Passive LCD, TFT LCD, OLED, AMOLED Displays, and Camera Modules
Standard and Custom 50/60 Hz Power Transformers and Epoxy Sealed Power Transformers, Open
Frame and Low Profile Power Transformers, SMPS Switching Transformers and Chokes, Toroids for
Current Sensing, Zero Phase Current Sensor, Current Transformers, PFC Chokes and Large Power Line
Filter Inductors

